generalizing a well-known observation of Krull (8, p. 9 ) that every radical ideal is an intersection of prime ideals. Cases in which every ideal of &3){S£) is an intersection of primary ideals of £P2iï{S£) will be investigated below.
THEOREM I. Let 3£ be a conservative system of ideals of a commutative ring 21.
If a G 3ï{3^)i then \Z& is an intersection of prime ideals of 3C. Indeed, every prime ideal minimal among those containing a is in ST, and \/a is the intersection of these prime ideals. It follows that 2{S£) C ^(«^JT), and that an ideal b is an intersection of prime ideals of 3C if and only if b G &(3£),
Proof. Let X be a multiplicatively closed subset of SI not intersecting a. The set of ideals of @(3?) which contain a and do not intersect X contains maximal elements by Lemma I. Let p be one of these. It will be shown that p is prime.
Let b, c G 21, be G p, b G p. It will be shown first that there exists t G X such that et G p. Since b G p:c, p C p:c. Also, p:c G 3ï(3£). Hence, by the maximality of p, there exists t ^ ^\c C\ X. Then et G p. Now let g, h G 21, gh G p, g G p. A first application of the result just obtained yields hh G p, h G X. If h G p, a second application yields ht 2 G p, a contradiction. Hence p is prime. Now let q be a prime ideal minimal among those containing a, and let X = 21 -q. The result of the preceding paragraph yields a prime ideal of
&(£%") not intersecting X. This ideal can only be q. Hence, q G &(3T).
This proves the statement concerning minimal prime ideals. To complete the proof one may appeal directly to the result of Krull of which Theorem I is a generalization; namely, that every radical ideal is the intersection of the minimal members of the set of prime ideals containing it. Alternatively, one may proceed as in the proof of Krull's result (5, p. 13) applying the result of the preceding paragraph to each set { G 21 -Va.
LEMMA VI. Let 3 and t be subsets of 21. Then (*;^(#")) H (t;&(3T)) = ( §t; ^(«ST)). Here et denotes the set of all products ab, a G 3, b G t.
Proof. Let q = (3;^(<T)) H (t;^(^)). Of course, ($t;^(#")) C q. By Theorem I, ($t;«^(«3T)) = Dte^u where J is a suitable index set and the p^ are prime ideals of 9f. Let i € */. If S C p<, then ($;P(^T)) C p^, and hence q Ç p i( If $ is not contained in p^, then t CI p^, and therefore C| Q pi by a similar argument. Hence, q Ç Pu^P* = (3t;^(<3T)). THEOREM 
II. Let & be a conservative system of ideals of the commutative ring 21.

LetéP(3ts~)be Noetherian. Then every ideal of &(&) can be represented uniquely as the irredundant intersection of finitely many prime ideals of S£.
Proof. It is only necessary to prove that every ideal of & ( 3C) is the intersection of finitely many prime ideals of 9£. Then well-known elementary considerations independent of the fact that the prime ideals involved are in 9£ permit the determination of a subset of these ideals furnishing the unique irredundant representation. Suppose, to the contrary, that there are ideals in 0 (2?) which are not intersections of finitely many prime ideals of 2?. Then the ascending chain condition shows the existence of an ideal a maximal among those with this property. Of course, a is not prime. Let/g G a,/ G a, g G a. Lemma VI shows that ft3(a,/;^(f))ri(a^;^(f)).
Since the opposite inclusion is obvious, this yields a = (a,f',0(2?))C\ (a, g\0(2?)). However, by the maximality of a, the ideals on the right-hand side of the last equation are each intersections of finitely many prime ideals of 2?. Hence, we obtain the contradiction that a itself is such an intersection. Proof. Let a = (\i C\ . . . C\ q r be an irredundant representation of a as an intersection of primary ideals. Let p t = Vq it i = 1, . . . , r. Let a jf j = 1, . . . , r, denote the intersection of those q t such that p t C p jt Then the isolated ideal components of a are intersections of the cty.
(1) Let a G 00 (SC). For x G 21, a x = (qO* H ... H (q r )*. Since (q,)* is q* if x G Pz, and (q^ is 21 if x Ç p z -, we see that a x is the intersection of those C\ t such that x G pi. For each j, l S j ^ r, there exists Xj such that x^ G pj, however x y G pi for each p* not contained in pj. Then ct^ = a xj G 00(2?). therefore Va G ^^(<T). However, the isolated ideal components of \/a include the minimal associated prime ideals of a. Hence, these are in 00 (2?) .
It has already been noted that every prime ideal in 2? is in 0( St?). Hence, the minimal associated prime ideals of a are in 0( 3?). However, q ; -C q^:^ = a:^ also. Therefore, pj = Vq^-Q V(a'.yf). Thus, pj = \S(a:yj). Since a:yj G ^(«$T)> it follows from Theorem I that The proof is obvious from (1).
Although the case of homogeneous ideals might lead one to expect that not only are the isolated ideal components partially divisible in the situation of (1) of Theorem III, but that also the primary ideals themselves may be selected to be partially divisible, this is not so in general. (Some circumstances under which such a selection is possible will be examined later.)
Counterexample. Let SI be a Noetherian ring containing primary ideals (\i and q 2 such that qi does not contain q 2 but pi = Vqi D P2 = Vq-i-Let 3C consist of all ideals of 21 contained in p 2 , and of 21 itself. Then 3C is a conservative system. Let a = qi H q 2 . Then for x £ 21, a* is either a, q 2 or 31. Hence a Ç 09\2f).
However, in every representation of a as an irredundant intersection of primary ideals, one of the components will have the associated prime ideal pi, and therefore not be in 3C.
3. Comaximal representations. Throughout this section, 21 is assumed to have an identity element 1. If a and b are ideals of 21, then they are said to be comaximal if 1 £ (a, b). If, in particular, 21 is Noetherian, then every ideal of 21 is the intersection of a uniquely determined finite set of pairwise comaximal ideals, no one of which is itself the intersection of two pairwise comaximal ideals different from (1). Ritt (11, p. 14; 10, p. 687) has obtained comparable theorems for differential and difference ideals. These results will be generalized for the ideals of 9 (St) and of ^ (St) C\09(3C), where St is any conservative system of ideals in 21. A more direct generalization of Ritt's results will be given later for certain conservative systems.
The following results are well known (17, p. 177 n a t = n <**.
1=1 i=l
Lemma VIII permits the replacement of intersections by products in the theorems which follow.
The proof of the next result is a simplified version of a proof by Ritt Proof. We suppose that k = 2. The general case then follows easily by induction using Lemma VII. By comaximality, there exist x G bi, y G b 2 such that x + y -1. Then xy G b, and there is a positive integer / such that (xy) 1 G a. In the binomial expansion of (x + y) 2t , let c be the sum of those terms of degree in x not less than /, and let d be the sum of the remaining terms. Then c G bi, d G b 2 , c + d = 1, cd G a. Let cti = (a, c), a 2 = (a, d). Clearly, cti and a 2 are comaximal.
It will be shown first that a = cti H a 2 . It is sufficient to show that a 2 cti H a 2 . Let g G ai H ct 2 Proof. By Lemma VII it suffices to consider k = 2. Let a G &2f(3C). Let x G ai, 3> G a 2 be such that x + y = 1. Since a* = (ai)^ C\ (a 2 ) x = (a 2 )s, we see that (tt 2 ),
£&&(&).
If g G (a 2 )^, then for some positive integer r, gx r G a 2 . Putting x = 1 -y, expanding, and using y G a 2 , we find that g G a 2 . Hence a 2 = (a 2 )z G SP9{3^).
Similarly, ai G &&(&).
The proof for a G 9 {3^) may be given similarly or by recalling that 9{ !%") is conservative and To find the bi, apply Theorem II to express b as the irredundant intersection of prime ideals pi, . . . , p r of 2P(3£). Two of these prime ideals, p* and p^, will be called equivalent if there exists a chain p^ = p*, . . . , p iA = p^ of these ideals such that no two adjacent members of the chain are comaximal. Each bi is the intersection of the members of an equivalence class. Then (a) follows easily from Lemma VII and (7) . . , q s and ri, . . . , r*, respectively. Since the q* and Xj satisfy no inclusion relations and their intersection is bi, they constitute one of the equivalence classes into which pi, . . . , p r have been divided. But then there must be a chain in which some q* is adjacent to some x jy which is impossible since each q t is comaximal with each Xj.
To show the uniqueness of k and the b u suppose that a set bi*, . . . , b m * of ideals of ëP(3T) distinct from (1) with the properties corresponding to (a), (jô), and (7) is given. Representing the b* as irredundant intersections of prime ideals, one finds that these prime ideals have intersection b, and that no prime ideal obtained from a b* contains a prime ideal obtained from a & A * ?* h since that would contradict comaximality. Hence, these prime ideals are the ideals pi, . . . , p r of the preceding paragraph. It remains only to show that each b* is an intersection of all the ideals of one of the equivalence classes previously defined. Let bi*, say, be the irredundant intersection of the prime ideals Ci, . . . , C*. Then the t t all belong to the same equivalence class *$ of the p ; -. For, if not, then on defining equivalence classes among the c* themselves, there would be at least two such classes. It would follow that bi* is an intersection, in contradiction to (0). *$ can contain no ideals other than the d. Otherwise, there would be a chain leading from one of the c* to a p^ which is not one of the c*. Let c s be the last of the C* in this chain and p* the next ideal of the chain. Then p^ contains some b n *, w^l. Since c s and p t are not comaximal, bi* C c s and b w * C ^ are not comaximal, contradicting (a).
Combining these remarks with Theorem IV we obtain a decomposition of a class of ideals into pairwise comaximal ideals. (1) . If it were, Theorem IV would show that a* is also such an intersection, contradicting the hypothesis. By the uniqueness of sets of ideals satisfying (a), (/3), and (7), the h* coincide with the bi except for order. By Theorem IV, the a* coincide with the a* except for order. replacing comaximality in the definition of the equivalence classes. Note that (b) is weaker than the precise analogue of (0) due to the absence of an analogue of Lemma X.
Extension-contraction maps.
Throughout this section we consider, in addition to the ring 21, a second ring 93 and the set 3f of ideals of 93.
Maps e: y -• » J^~, and c: JT" -» S^ will be called a pair of extension-contraction maps from 21 to 93 if they satisfy: Remark. Wherever the lemmas below call for the existence of $, one could replace this requirement by the following condition: For each a G 21, / G Ï, there exists ô G 93 such that ct:a = c(t:i). The statement (c) of Lemma XIII must of course be modified accordingly.
Remark. Given c satisfying EC-1, EC-2, and EC-5, there exists at least one map e: y -» ^~, such that EC-3 and EC-4 hold. One may define e by eb = Pi {a € ^~; ca 2 b}. EC-3 and EC-4 do not in general determine e uniquely.
If fçy, then e9C will denote {*$: ^fljc^^Ç.f, is defined similarly. Proof, (a) The proof that e3c\ satisfies C-2 is "dual" to the proof of C-2 in Lemma XII. Let t if i G J, bè ideals of e$f, and let t = DieAi-Defining %i = ct t , i £ J, we find that 3< G 3£, U = étè<, î G ,/. Let 3 = fli^j. Then 3 G <3T, and from the hypothesis and EC-1 we find that t = ekt = e( Pi ct t \ = e$. In two important cases, ec is the identity so that e&/ C <ty must be satisfied: namely, if 4> is an epimorphism, or if 33 is the quotient ring of 31 with respect to a multiplicatively closed system and <j> is the canonical map. Suppose, now, that <j> is an epimorphism and 3? C ^ an additive, conservative system with ker ^J. Then ceSt C ^, and for t € J 7 ', 6 G 33, there exists a G 31 such that $a = b, and hence t:6 = t:0a. It follows from Lemma XIII that e<3T is an (additive) conservative system satisfying 2f{e9f) Q e (&($f)) , and that e9f is divisible if 3C is divisible. Definition. An ideal a in the commutative ring SI is said to admit the link {\ u i G J \ M} if for x G 31 the relations \ t x G a, i G </, imply jux G a.
The set of ideals of 31 admitting links A ; -, j G fî, satisfy C-l and C-3. To assure C-2, a further restriction is necessary. Remark. The conditions given in the lemma for a G £$(3?) may be regarded as the requirement that a admit a certain set of links; but the conditions for a G SP9{3C) are not of this form.
Let Stf be the system of ideals admitting the links A jt Let Wfl £ 31. It is possible to describe in a more or less constructive fashion how (2ft; «yiT) is generated from 2ft. The notation will be as in Lemma XIV. For 2Î C 21, define 2Î* to consist precisely of those elements whose presence in any ideal containing 2Ï is required if the ideal admits the A y . That is, if for some je/^GÏ, the \ ijX eVl, i e J j9 then M/ * G W*. Now let 2fti = (2ft), 2ft î+ i = (2ft*, 2ft**), i = 1, 2, . . . . Then it is easily verified that oo (2ft;<T) = U2ft*.
i=i
Since <£^( ^T) is also determined by a system of links, as shown in the remark above, there is a description similar to the foregoing for (2ft; 2$(3?)). Since 2P{9^) consists of the radical ideals of i^(5ir) one may also find such a description for (2ft; «^(«^T)) using the links for £&(!%') but redefining 2Wi = V(2ft), 2K,+i = V(2ft*, 2)?.*), * = 1, 2, . . . .It will be seen in the next section that the links determining 2$(ST) or 2P{3£) may sometimes be replaced by simpler ones than those resulting from Lemma XIV. With these replacements one obtains, for example, the standard descriptions of the generation of perfect differential and of perfect difference ideals from generators.
LEMMA XV (Kolchin) . Let SC be a conservative system of ideals in the ring 21, and let 2ft C 21. If x £ (2ft; 3C), then there exists a finite subset 3ÎÇ3K such thatx e ($»;#").
Proof. The conclusion is immediate if 2ft is finite. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of 2ft and assume henceforth that 2ft is infinite. Then 2ft = U2ft*, where the 2ft* are totally ordered by inclusion and each 2ft * is of cardinality less than that of 2ft. Now 1ÇU (2ft*; #"), and U (2K,;#") G <T.
Hence, (2ft;<âT) £ U(2ft*;^). Then for some i, x £ (2ft,;<^"), and by the induction hypothesis, x £ (21; «âT) for some finite 21 C 2ft*. THEOREM VII. Let 3T be a conservative system of ideals in the commutative ring 2Ï. There exists a set 2 of finite links in 21 such that the set of ideals admitting the links of 2 is S£.
Proof. Let {xi, . . . , x n \ x) C 21. Using maps whose range is a single element one may express, by means of a finite link, the condition X\, . . . , x n Ç a implies x 6 a. Let 2 be the set of such links for all subsets {xi, . . . , x n ; x}, n = 1, 2, . . . , of 2t such that x G ({#i, . . . , x n ) ;<3T). Clearly, every ideal of SC admits the links of 2. Conversely, let a admit these links. If x Ç (CL',&~), then by Lemma XV there exists a finite set 2t C a such that x Ç (2î;<3T). Hence, there is a link in 2 which requires x 6 a. Then a = (a; «ST) Ç «âîT.
A link will be called simple if its only antecedent is the identity map. ;y € a, the preceding criterion shows that a G 9(Jf). Theorems I and II yield the standard results on the representation of a radical homogeneous ideal as an intersection of homogeneous prime ideals. As has already been indicated, Theorem III is inadequate to give the standard representation of a homogeneous ideal in terms of homogeneous primary ideals. This is provided by Theorem IX below.
(2) Extensions. Let §1 possess an identity element 1, and let 93 be a unitary over-ring. Let p be a prime ideal of 21, and consider the set *3/ consisting of those ideals of 93 whose intersection with 21 is p, and of 93 itself. Then & is a conservative system. Let q be a radical ideal of $/. Is q the intersection of prime ideals of 93 whose intersection with 21 is p? That is, is q G ^($0? This will be so if q:x G & for all x G 93. We find at once the well-known criterion: st G q, s G 21, t G 93 implies either 5 G p or t G q. Let a set of higher derivations (not necessarily all of the same rank) be given in 2Ï. Let St denote the set of ideals of 21 admitting all these higher derivations. Then S£ is conservative, and an inductive proof with steps resembling the proof in (5) shows that St = SP9(3t).
Hence, SP{St) consists of all the radical ideals of St, and every radical ideal of St is an intersection of prime ideals of St* It has been shown by Hamara (4) that if the higher derivations are of infinite rank, then St = ^(St). 
Proof. Let a G £P($¥ ), t G T. Then xtx G a implies (tx)
2 G a by Lemma XIV. Since a is radical and reflexive, x £ a. Now suppose that a satisfies the stated condition. We must show that xy G et implies xty G a, and that xty G a implies xy G a. Let The set «ST of J9-ideals of 21 consists of those ideals which are differential ideals for the derivations d t and difference ideals for the isomorphisms t t reflexive in the t jf j G <f . D-rings form a natural setting for the abstract study of difference-differential equations, and with some further specializations have formed the subject matter of most work in difference and differential algebra. Conditions (a) and (c) are used to obtain theorems showing SP(S£) to be Noetherian in important cases. It is probable that (c) could be replaced by weaker conditions on the commutators, but this has not been explored. Such conditions would certainly be appropriate for some analytic problems. It has been usual to assume (b), but this is unimportant, at least if J = ^ .
It will now be shown that analytic situations make it natural to study subsets of 3C admitting additional links. One of several possible examples will be given. None has been studied in any depth.
Let g De the field of functions meromorphic in a strip of the complex plane parallel to the real axis. Let d denote the derivative in the analytic sense and t the isomorphism defined by tf(z) = f{z + 1).
We extend g to a difference-differential polynomial ring 2Ï = ${y} m the usual way (cf. 3, p. 64 or 11, p. 2) and continue to use d and t to denote the derivation and the isomorphism of SI, respectively. We wish to consider manifolds of the Z)-ideals of 21. It is natural to restrict attention to manifolds whose solutions lie in rings for which an implication like the preceding one is valid. Certainly, meromorphic solutions will lie in such rings. Let p be a prime .D-ideal of 21. Then the desired implication will hold in the ring 2l/p if and only if p admits the link (d; t -rj). It will hold in the quotient field of 2ï/p if and only if for each x, y G 21, xdy -ydx G p implies xty -ytx G p. These requirements can easily be expressed by a set of links.
(9) Restricted manifolds. In studying manifolds of polynomials over a field St one may wish to restrict attention to solutions lying in a given subset of a certain extension of $. For example, if $ is the rational field, one may wish to consider only integral or only real solutions. Since each solution is determined to within equivalence by a homomorphism of the polynomial ring onto an integral domain, and hence by the prime ideal which is the kernel of the homomorphism, the restriction is described by giving certain subsets of the set of prime ideals of the polynomial ring. One may also wish to impose the condition that the ideals of the manifolds studied belong to a certain conservative system. We are thus led to the following generalization.
Let 21 be a ring, $T a conservative system of ideals in 21 such that &(&) is Noetherian, i2 a set of prime ideals of 21 such that 21 G i2. Let <%/ consist of those ideals which are intersections of ideals of i2, and let <2T consist of 21 and the members of <3/ C\ & ( 2f). Then 2f is a Noetherian perfect conservative system. Every ideal of 3? can be expressed uniquely as the irredundant intersection of finitely many prime ideals of 3£'; however, these prime ideals need not be in j2. Remark. Robinson's definition (13) of regularity for the case that &(3tf) consists of those perfect differential ideals which are also 3-ideals, 3 a multiplicatively closed set, agrees with ours provided that (13, conditions 6.1 and 6.2) and the assumptions made throughout that paper hold; and R-l, R-2 are then valid. These facts follow from (13, 6. Remark. If the mi are linear, the first parts of (2) and (3) follow from the other conditions. Even in this case, (4) is more general than the requirement that 21 be an M-ring.
Proof. Let ^3 C 21. If $ is not empty, the ideal generated by the elements ms, m G ^, s G $, is C^;^). To prove this, let 2 denote the set of subsets G of $ such that the ideal generated by the elements mt, m G ^, t G Q, is (O; -X"). 2 contains the one-element subsets of $ by (3). By C-2 and Zorn's lemma, 2 contains a maximal subset $*. Let 5 G $. Let a = (s\9f) + (^3*;<$T). Then aGf, since 3C is additive. However, by (3), a is the ideal generated by the mt, m G «^, £ G $*, and the ras, m G «^. Hence s G $*, $* = ^3.
Let a G «3T, and suppose that a = qi P\ . . . C\ q n , where the q t are primary ideals. Let q**, i = 1, . . . , n, denote the set of elements x of 21 such that for each m G *srff, mx G q*. If x G q**, then mx G q** for each m G ^. Hence, (<h*) = (C|Ï*;^) by the result just proved. (Here, (q**) denotes, as usual, the ideal generated by q**.) Evidently, (q<*) Q q*. These statements imply that if x G (q**), w G ^, then mx G q*. Hence, q* = (q**), i = 1, . . . , n. Evidently, a C q t *, i = 1, . . . , n. Hence a = qi* H ... Pi q w *. It remains only to prove that the q* are primary. We investigate two special cases, the first of which is well known, and the second of which has recently been treated by Seidenberg (16 Proof. Let ffl denote the conservative system consisting of the homogeneous ideals of 2Ï, and define m and the h t as in example (1) . ^ is an additive, conservative system, and it has already been shown that Proof. The proof of (a), (b), (c), and uniqueness is similar to the proof of Theorem V. The final statements follow from Theorem V.
Concluding remarks.
A set 3C of radical ideals of a commutative ring 31 will be said to have the Krull property if 3C consists precisely of those ideals which are intersections of prime ideals of 9£. If 3C has the Krull property, and if also 9Hf contains the minimal prime divisors of each ideal of ST, then 3C will be said to have the strong Krull property. Evidently, C-l and divisibility are necessary conditions for Stf to have the Krull property. Theorem I shows that C-l, C-2, and divisibility are sufficient for the strong Krull property. However, neither of these sets of conditions is both necessary and sufficient for either the Krull property or the strong Krull property, and further elucidation of the situation is needed.
Example (1) . Let 31 be a ring containing an infinite ascending sequence of distinct prime ideals, and let 3C consist of the ideals of such a sequence. Then 2f has the strong Krull property, but does not satisfy C-2.
Example (2) . Let 31 be the ring of continuous real-valued functions on a closed interval /; and let J be a closed proper sub-interval of /. Let a be the ideal of functions of 21 which vanish on J, and let 3£ be the set of all ideals ct:£, X Q 2Ï. Then 3C is divisible and satisfies C-l. For any X, a:X consists of those functions vanishing at every point of / -J', where J' is the set of points in / which are zeros of every member of X. Since J -J' cannot consist of a single point, a:X is not a proper prime ideal. Hence, 3£ does not have the Krull property.
